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Investigations of amplitude and phase excitation profiles in femtosecond
coherence spectroscopy
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We present an effective linear response approach to pump–probe femtosecond coherence
spectroscopy in the well-separated pulse limit. The treatment presented here is based on a displaced
and squeezed state representation for the nonstationary states induced by an ultrashort pump laser
pulse or a chemical reaction. The subsequent response of the system to a delayed probe pulse is
modeled using closed form nonstationary linear response functions, valid for a multimode
vibronically coupled system at arbitrary temperature. When pump–probe signals are simulated
using the linear response functions, with the mean nuclear positions and momenta obtained from a
rigorous moment analysis of the pump induced~doorway! state, the signals are found to be in
excellent agreement with the conventional third-order response approach. The key advantages
offered by the moment analysis-based linear response approach include a clear physical
interpretation of the amplitude and phase of oscillatory pump–probe signals, a dramatic
improvement in computation times, a direct connection between pump–probe signals and
equilibrium absorption and dispersion lineshapes, and the ability to incorporate coherence
associated with rapid nonradiative surface crossing. We demonstrate these aspects using numerical
simulations, and also apply the present approach to the interpretation of experimental amplitude and
phase measurements on reactive and nonreactive samples of the heme protein myoglobin. The role
played by inhomogeneous broadening in the observed amplitude and phase profiles is discussed in
detail. We also investigate overtone signals in the context of reaction driven coherent motion.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1329640#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond coherence spectroscopy~FCS! is an ul-
trafast pump–probe technique that allows the experiment
to create and probe coherent vibrational motions and
trafast chemical reactions in real time.1–20 In a typical
pump–probe experiment, an ultrashort pump laser puls
used to excite the sample of interest. The subsequent no
tionary response of the medium is monitored by an optica
delayed probe pulse. Owing to the large spectral bandw
available in a short laser pulse, it can generate nonstatio
vibrational states in a molecular system as shown in F
1~a!. The subsequent nuclear dynamics modulates the op
response as detected by the probe pulse. Coherent vibrat
motion in the ground state has been observed in crysta
and liquid phase systems,2,12 and in biological specimen
having short excited state lifetimes such
bacteriorhodopsin,8,9 and myoglobin.14 For molecules that
have long-lived excited states, however, the excited state
herence is dominant and has been identified in several
molecules in solution,1,6,20 in small molecules in the ga
phase,5,7,10 and in photosynthetic reaction centers.11,17

Apart from ‘‘field driven’’ coherence directly prepare
by the laser fields, vibrational coherence can also be dri
by rapid nonradiative processes. For example, if we cons
a third electronic stateu f & that is coupled nonradiatively to
the photoexcited stateue& as in Fig. 1~b!, the wave packet
created in the excited state by the pump can cross ove
7010021-9606/2001/114(2)/701/24/$18.00
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u f &, leaving a vibrationally coherent product.15 Figure 1~b!
suggests the importance of taking a multidimensional vi
of the problem, whereby the surface crossing between
reactant excited stateue& and the product state,u f & along the
reaction coordinateR is accompanied by the creation of
vibrational coherence along theQ coordinate that is coupled
to the nonradiative transition. In earlier work, we have p
sented expressions for the time-dependent population
first moment evolution of vibrational dynamics following
Landau–Zener surface crossing.21 These expressions are rig
orously valid, provided the quantum yield for the reaction
unity ~a condition that holds for NO and CO photolysis fro
heme proteins!.22–24

A common theoretical formulation for pump–prob
spectroscopy is based on the third-order susceptibilityx (3)

formalism, which provides a unified view of four wave mix
ing spectroscopies25–28with different combinations of fields
irrespective of whether they are continuous wave or puls
However, the separation of the pump and probe events is
clear in this formalism, since the pump induced density m
trix is implicitly contained in the third-order response fun
tions. Thus, it is also attractive to treat the pump and pro
processes separately in the well-separated pulse~WSP! limit.
For example, the ‘‘doorway/window’’ picture has bee
developed28 which can be used to represent the pump a
probe events as Wigner phase space wave packets.
readily enables a semiclassical interpretation of pump–pr
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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experiments.29–31Another view of the WSP limit is based o
the effective linear response approach. In this approach
pump induced medium is modeled using a time-depend
linear susceptibility.32–34,8,27This has the appealing aspe
that a pump–probe experiment is viewed as the nonstat
ary extension of steady-state absorption spectroscopy.

While the above theoretical treatments are prima
concerned with field driven processes, the need to inco
rate additional nonradiative mechanisms into the theory
evident from recent experimental observations.14,21,35Recent
studies have addressed population transfer during nona
batic transitions in electron transfer systems.36,37 Numerical
wave packet propagation techniques have also been
sented to model coherent dynamics due to nonadiabatic
cited state processes.38,39

The present work is motivated by the need to interp
FCS experiments of reactive and nonreactive samples
myoglobin.35 Here, we make the WSP approximation, a
demonstrate the usefulness and accuracy of the effective
ear response approach, with the nonstationary states re
sented using unitary displacement and squeezing operato40

This representation readily leads to rigorous analytic exp

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of a two-electronic level system, with ground (ug&)
and excited (ue&) electronic states that are coupled radiatively.~b! Multidi-
mensional view of vibrational coherence created by a Landau–Zener su
crossing. Surface crossing along theR-coordinate between the electron
statesue& and u f & leads to vibrational coherence along theQ coordinate in
the product electronic state. The statesug& and u f & are assumed not to be
radiatively coupled.
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sions for the effective linear response functions. The anal
expressions are physically intuitive and allow for the ef
cient calculation of oscillatory amplitude and phase profi
over a wide range of carrier frequencies. The resulting inf
mation is the FCS analogue of a resonance Raman excita
profile. The computational ease of this approach elimina
the need for impulsive or semiclassic
approximations.39,41–46 Furthermore, when the linear re
sponse functions are used in combination with a mom
analysis of the pump induced~doorway! state47 ~presented in
Appendix A!, excellent agreement is found with the fu
third-order response approach.27,28 In addition, coherence
driven by rapid nonradiative processes as in Fig. 1~b! can be
readily incorporated into this formalism. This is illustrate
using the first moments~presented in Appendix B! of a
Landau–Zener driven coherence.21

The general outline of the article is as follows. In Sec.
we briefly review the third-order response approach and
connection with the effective linear response approach in
well-separated pulse limit. In Sec. III, we obtain analy
expressions for the effective linear response function usin
displaced thermal state representation for the doorway s
We further consider undamped vibrational motion and der
arbitrary temperature expressions for the dispersed and o
band pump–probe signals. In Sec. IV, we present simu
tions to demonstrate the accuracy and physically intuit
aspects of the first moment-based effective linear respo
approach. Next, we include the effects of inhomogene
broadening of the electronic line shape. Finally, we consi
the application of the effective linear response approach
reaction driven coherence, and discuss the magnitude
overtone signals using displaced and squeezed initial sta

II. THIRD-ORDER AND EFFECTIVE LINEAR
RESPONSE

Here, we briefly review the connection between t
third-order and effective linear response functions in
well-separated pulse limit. In the electric dipole approxim
tion, we ignore the spatial dependence of the electric fie
and write the total electric field of the incident pulses
E(t)5Ea(t)1Eb(t2t). The subscripts ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ refer
to the pump and the probe, andt is the delay between the
two pulses. The detected signal in the open band detec
scheme is the differential probe energy transmitted thro
the medium

S~t!52E
2`

1`

dt Eb~ t2t!•~]P~ t,t!/]t !, ~1!

where P(t,t) is the material polarization induced by th
pump and probe fields. If we assume that the delayt is larger
than the pulse durations, the lowest order in the polariza
that is detected in pump–probe spectroscopy is given by

Pi~ t,t!5E
2`

t

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1 x i jkl

(3) ~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

3Eb j~ t32t!Eak~ t2!Eal~ t1!. ~2!

Here,x i jkl
(3) is the tensorial third-order susceptibility. We hav

written the sequential contribution29 ignoring the coherent

ce
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coupling/tunneling terms18,19 that involve the overlap of the
pump and probe fields. The state of the system in betw
the pump and probe pulses is not exposed in the the ab
expression for the polarization. If we group thet1 and t2

integrations in Eq.~2! that involve only the pump interac
tions, then we are left with thet3 integral over the probe field
and we may rewrite Eq.~2! as

Pi~ t,t!5E
2`

t

dt3 x i j
eff~ t,t3!Eb j~ t32t!, ~3!

wherex i j
eff(t,t3) is the effective linear susceptibility describin

the nonstationary medium created by the pu
interaction.27,32 Recall for a stationary medium thatx i j

eff(t,t3)
5xij(t2t3), which describes the equilibrium response of t
system.

Equations~2! and ~3! are formally equivalent expres
sions for the polarization induced by the well-separa
pump and probe pulses. However, Eq.~3! is more important
than a mere rephrasing of the third-order polarization exp
sion in the well-separated limit. The nonstationary respo
function x i j

eff(t,t3) can equally well describe coherence i
duced by mechanisms other than~and including! the pump
field interaction; e.g., a rapid nonradiative surface cross
To see what is involved, we evaluate the induced polar
tion quantum mechanically~in the interaction picture48! as

P~ t !5Tr~ r̂~ t,t!m̂~ t !!, ~4!

where r̂(t,t) is density operator describing the quantu
statistical state of the system, andm̂ is the electric dipole
moment operator. We write the total Hamiltonian for t
molecule and its interaction with the laser fields asĤ(t)
5Ĥ01ĤI(t), where the free HamiltonianĤ0 and the inter-
action HamiltonianĤI have the following form for a mo-
lecular system with two electronic levels:

Ĥ05S Ĥe1\Vv 0

0 Ĥg
D ;

~5!

ĤI~ t !52m̂•E~ t !52S 0 m̂ge•E~ t !

m̂eg•E~ t ! 0 D ,

where Ĥg and Ĥe5Ĥg1V̂, are, respectively, the Born–
Oppenheimer Hamiltonians for the ground and excited e
tronic states.V̂ is defined as the difference potential th
specifies the electron nuclear coupling and\Vv is the verti-
cal electronic energy gap at the equilibrium position of t
ground state. With the above definitions, the third-order s
ceptibility takes the standard form

x i jkl
(3) ~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5~ i /\!3 Tr~m̂ i~ t !@m̂ j~ t3!,@m̂k~ t2!,@m̂ l~ t1!,r̂~2`!###!.

~6!

Here, r̂(2`) is the initial density operator of the syste
before the pump and the probe pulses andTr denotes the
trace operation. Expansion of the above triple commuta
leads to four nonlinear response functions and their comp
conjugates.8,28 On the other hand, if we substitute Eq.~6! in
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Eq. ~2!, and group the pump field interactions separately
comparison of the resulting expression with Eq.~3! leads to

x i j
eff~ t,t3!5~ i /\!Tr~m̂ i~ t !@m̂ j~ t3!,dr̂~ t3!# !

5~ i /\!Tr~dr̂~ t3!@m̂ i~ t !,m̂ j~ t3!# !. ~7!

Here,dr̂(t) is the perturbation in the density matrix due
the pump interaction~also referred to as the density matr
jump49 and the doorway function29,31! and is given~in the
interaction picture! by

dr̂~ t3!5S i

\ D 2E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1@m̂k~ t2!,@m̂ l~ t1!,r̂~2`!##

3Eak~ t2!Eal~ t1!. ~8!

In arriving at the second equality in Eq.~7!, we have used
the invariance of the trace under permutation. In the W
limit, where the overlap between the pump and probe pu
is negligible, we can extend the upper limitt3 in Eq. ~8! to
infinity. The interaction picture density matrix is then tim
independent, so that we may drop the time arguments f
the density matrix.

Equation~7! expresses the effective linear response
the average value of the standard linear response Gre
function50 with respect to the pump induced~nonstationary!
density matrixdr̂. Note thatdr̂ does not necessarily have t
be induced by the pump fields as in Eq.~8!. It could, for
example, describe the perturbation in the state of the sys
due to a nonradiative interaction that follows the pump ex
tation to a dissociative state. It might even be a pump
duced state with higher-order pump interactions included
would be required for very strong pump fields.51 The only
assumptions are that the probe field interrogates the non
tionary medium after the coherence has been created,
that the probe interaction with the medium is linear.

We express the full perturbed density matrixdr̂ in terms
of the ground and excited electronic state nuclear subm
ces. The point is that the second-order density matrix in
~8! has no electronic coherence due to the even numbe
dipole interactions. Hence

dr̂5dr̂eue&^eu1dr̂gug&^gu5S dr̂e 0

0 dr̂g
D . ~9!

Correspondingly, the effective linear susceptibility Eq.~7!
can be decomposed into a ground and excited state li
response function

x i j
eff~ t,t3!5x i j

(g)~ t,t3!1x i j
(e)~ t,t3!, ~10!

where

x i j
(s)~ t,t3!5~ i /\!Tr@dr̂s^su@m̂ i~ t !,m̂ j~ t3!#us&#, ~11!

wheres5g or e.
In general, the pulse induced nuclear density matri

dr̂g anddr̂e contain vibrational coherence, i.e., off-diagon
elements in the phonon number state representation.
coherence translates into time-dependent wave packets
semiclassical phase space (Q,P) Wigner representation o
the density matrix.31,52,53,28On the other hand, the highly
localized ~in Q and P! nature of the impulsively excited
nonstationary states suggests that we calculate their mom
using
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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X̄s~ t !5Tr@^suX̂~ t !us&dr̂s#/Tr@ r̂s#. ~12!

With â†(â) as the creation~destruction! operator for the pho-
non mode,X̂ represents the dimensionless quadrature op
tors Q̂5(â†1â)/&, P̂5 i (â†2â)/& or their higher pow-
ers. The timet is larger than the pulse duration. Let th
initial ( t50) values of the first moments of the positio
Q̄s(0) and momentumP̄s(0), for ~say! s5e or s5g be
denoted by (Qs0 ,Ps0). These uniquely determine the subs
quent first moment dynamicsQ̄s(t). SinceQs0 and Ps0 de-
note shifts from thermal equilibrium, we may represent
pump induced nuclear density matrix for the electronic st
s as

dr̂s5D̂~ls!r̂T
(s)D̂†~ls!, ~13!

where r̂T
(s) is the equilibrium thermal density matrix corre

sponding to the electronic levels,

r̂T
(s)5Zs

21 exp~2Ĥs /kBT!. ~14!

D̂(ls) is the quantum mechanical displacement operat54

defined as

D̂~ls!5exp~lsâ
†2ls* â!. ~15!

Here ls5(Qs01 iPs0)/& is the initial displacement~in
phase space! of the coherent state induced on the poten
surfaces. When Eq.~13! is substituted into Eq.~11!, the
response functionsx (e,g) are readily calculated as we sho
below. Furthermore, Eq.~13! offers a general scheme to re
resent the nonstationary density matrix on any given e
tronic level with only a knowledge of the first momentls .
The effective linear response function is thus not restricte
coherences driven by a second-order pump interaction.
is the point of departure of the present work from earl
treatments32,33,8,27 which generally utilize the second-orde
pump induced density matrix Eq.~8!, and are thus formally
identical to thex (3) approach. This development can be e
tended to include the higher moments ofQ̂ and P̂, but for
harmonic potentials we expect the higher moments to pla
less significant role in the overall dynamics. Second mom
changes are incorporated in a manner analogous to Eq.~13!
in Appendix D.

A. Detection schemes

The two common experimental detection schemes
the open band and the dispersed probe configurations.
simplicity, we assume that the medium is isotropic and ta
the pulse fields to be scalar quantities. We then write
susceptibilities without tensor subscripts. The measured o
band signal is given by Eq.~1!. For an almost monochro
matic laser pulse, we can write the electric field and
induced polarization as

Eb~ t2t!5Re$E~ t2t!e2 ivc(t2t)% and
~16!

P~ t,t!5Re$P~ t,t!e2 ivc(t2t)%,

wherevc is the carrier frequency, andE(t2t) and P(t,t)
are slowly varying envelope functions. Typically, the env
lope function for the probe field is a real Gaussian cente
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at time t; E(t2t)5E0G(t2t), where E0 is the field
strength of the probe pulse. The envelope function for
polarization can be obtained by using the definitions in E
~16! and Eq.~3!. After making a change of variabless5t
2t3 , we find

P~ t,t!5E
0

`

ds eivcsxeff~ t,t2s!E~ t2s2t!. ~17!

Employing Eqs.~16!–~17! in Eq. ~1!, and making the rotat-
ing wave approximation~RWA! in which highly oscillating
nonresonant terms are ignored, we get

S~t!52~vc/2!ImE
2`

`

dt E* ~ t2t!P~ t,t!. ~18!

Since for the present caseE(t) is real, the measured~dichro-
ic! signal is directly related toIm$P(t,t)%. If E(t) were
made imaginary as in heterodyne techniques,55,41 then the
resulting~birefringent! signal is relatedRe$P(t,t)%.

In the dispersed probe detection scheme, the meas
quantity is the spectral densityS̃(v,t) of the transmitted
energy through the sample defined by

S~t!5E
0

`

S̃~v,t!dv. ~19!

In the RWA,

S̃~v,t!52~v/4p!Im$e2 i (v2vc)tẼ* ~v2vc!

3P̃~v2vc ,t!%, ~20!

whereẼ(v) and P̃(v) denote the Fourier transforms of th
envelope functions,E(t) andP(t,t).

III. EVALUATION OF THE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

In this section, we evaluate both the third-order and
effective linear response functions. Consider the ground s
response functionxg(t,t3) given by Eq. ~11! without the
tensor subscripts. We make the Condon approximation
ignore the coordinate dependence of the dipole moment
erator. If we then letm̂5mgeug&^eu1megue&^gu, and use the
interaction picture time evolutionm̂(t)5eiĤ 0t/\m̂e2 iĤ 0t/\,
we can write

xg~ t,t3!5~ i umgeu2/\!@Cg~ t,t3!2Cg* ~ t,t3!#, ~21!

where we have defined the two-time correlation function
the ground state response,

Cg~ t,t3!5e2 iVv(t2t3)TrFdr̂g expS 2
i

\ E
t3

t

ds V̂~s! D
1
G . ~22!

Here, the subscript1 denotes time ordering andV̂(s)
evolves in times via Ĥg . The density matrixdr̂g is obtained
from Eq. ~8! as ^gudr̂ug&, assumingr̂(2`)5 r̂T

(g)ug&^gu:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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dr̂g52
umgeu2

\2 E
2`

`

dt2E
2`

t2
dt1 Ea~ t2!Ea~ t1!

3H e2 iVv(t22t1) expS 2
i

\ E
t1

t2
ds V̂~s! D

1

r̂T
(g)1h.c.J ,

~23!

where h.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate.
For the excited state response function, we simila

write

xe~ t,t3!5~ i umgeu2/\!@Ce~ t,t3!2Ce* ~ t,t3!#, ~24!

whereCe is the two-time correlation function for the excite
state response:

Ce~ t,t3!5eiVv(t2t3)TrFdr̂e expS i

\ E
0

t

ds V̂~s! D
2

3expS 2
i

\ E
0

t3
ds V̂~s! D

1
G , ~25!

with the subscript2 denoting antitime ordering. The excite
state density matrixdr̂e is obtained aŝeudr̂ue&:

dr̂e5
umgeu2

\2 E
2`

`

dt2E
2`

t2
dt1 Ea~ t1!Ea~ t2!

3H eiVvs expS i

\ E
0

t2
ds8 V̂~s8! D

2

r̂T
(g)

3expS 2
i

\ E
0

t1
ds8 V̂~s8! D

1

1h.c.J . ~26!

The above expressions are valid for a two-level syst
with arbitrary difference potentials. In what follows, we ta
V̂52(\/mv0)1/2f Q̂52(\v0D)Q̂, with dimensionlessQ̂
and relative displacementD. The electron–nuclear couplin
force is expressed asf 5D(mv0

3\)1/2, wherem andv0 are,
respectively, the reduced mass and frequency of the mo

If the trace in Eqs.~22! and ~25! were evaluated with
respect to the equilibrium thermal density matricesr̂T

(e,g)

rather thandr̂e,g , then the correlation functions,Ce,g(t,t3)
5Ke,g(t2t3) would be the equilibrium absorption and emi
sion correlators,56 i.e.,

Kg~s!5e2 iV00s2Geusue2g(s); Ke~s!5eiV00s2Geusue2g(s),
~27!

where we have introduced homogeneous dephasing thro
the electronic damping constantGe . For linearly displaced
and undamped oscillators,g(s) is given by

g~s!5~D2/2!@~2n̄T11!~12cos~v0s!!1 i sin~v0s!#, ~28!

where 2n̄T115coth(\v0/2kBT). Exact expressions for th
damped harmonic oscillator57 can be easily incorporated int
the present development. The half-Fourier transforms
Ke,g(t) determine complex line shape functions,
Downloaded 22 Sep 2003 to 128.103.60.200. Redistribution subject to A
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F~v!5 i E
0

`

ds eivsKg~s!, and

~29!

Q~v!5 i E
0

`

ds eivsKe* ~s!,

whose imaginary parts are directly related to the absorp
and emission cross section,sA(v)}vF I(v) and sF(v)
}v3Q I(v).

A. Full third-order response

Analytic expressions have been derived for the thi
order susceptibilityx (3) for a two-level system coupled to
multimode set of linearly displaced harmonic oscillators, a
expressed in terms of nonlinear response functionsRj ( j
51..4).26,28 For completeness, these are listed in Appen
C. When the second-order pump induced density matrice
Eqs.~23! and ~26! are substituted in Eqs.~22! and ~25!, the
ground and excited state correlation functionsCg,e are re-
lated to the nonlinear response functions as expressed in
~C1! and ~C4!.

The expressions of Appendix C cast the effective line
response functions in terms of the conventional nonlin
response functions. The two approaches are entirely equ
lent at this stage. The key point from Eqs.~C1! and ~C4! is
that the ground and excited state correlation functio
Cg,e(t,t3) involve a double integration over the pump ele
tric fields. In the next section, we will show that the di
placed state representation for the nonstationary density
trix Eq. ~13! directly leads to analytic expressions fo
Cg,e(t,t3).

B. Effective linear response

1. Displaced thermal state

Following Eq.~13!, we represent the pump induced no
stationary state as

dr̂5D̂~lg!r̂T
(g)D̂†~lg!ug&^gu1D̂~le!r̂T

(e)D̂†~le!ue&^eu.
~30!

This representation can be used to calculate the effec
linear response in a straightforward manner.58 Substituting
the ground state part of Eq.~30! into the correlation function
in Eq. ~22! and using the permutation invariance of the tra
and the unitarity of the displacement operator, we obtain

Cg~ t,t3!5e2 iVv(t2t3)TrF r̂T
(g) expS iv0DE

t3

t

ds D̂†~lg!

3Q̂~s!D̂~lg! D
1
G . ~31!

The effect of the displacement operator is to shift the po
tion operator by a time-dependent classical function~c-
number!, namely the mean pump induced displacement:40

D̂†~lg!Q̂~s!D̂~lg!5Q̂~s!1Q̄g~s!, ~32!

whereQ̄g(s)5A2Re$lge2 iv0s% is the time-dependent mea
position of the oscillator in the ground state. If we substitu
the above expression into Eq.~31!, then the c-numberQ̄g(s)
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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can be removed outside the time ordering and the ther
average simply reduces to the equilibrium absorption c
relatorKg(t2t3) in Eq. ~27!. Using Eq.~A3! of Appendix A
for the first moment dynamics, we find

Cg~ t,t3!5Kg~ t2t3!expS iv0AgDE
t3

t

ds e2gusu

3cos~vvs1wg! D , ~33!

where Ag5A2ulgu and wg5arg(lg* )52tan21(Pg0 /Qg0) are
the amplitude and phase for the coherent wave packet mo
in the ground electronic state. The above expression ha
intuitively appealing form: the ground state correlation fun
tion for the pump induced nonstationary medium is e
pressed as a modulation of the standard equilibrium~linear!
absorption correlator56 Kg(t2t3) by the first moment dy-
namics of the ground state wave packet motion. It is cl
that the corresponding nonstationary ground state resp
functionxg(t,t3), Eq. ~21!, would translate in the frequenc
domain into dynamic absorption and dispersi
lineshapes,32,8,27which determine the final probe response
the nonstationary medium. After performing the integral, E
~33! reads

Cg~ t,t3!5Kg~ t2t3!exp@ i ~AgD/v0!$e2gt~vv sin~vvt1wg!

2g cos~vvt1wg!!2e2gt3~vv sin~vvt31wg!

2g cos~vvt31wg!!%#. ~34!

It is interesting to note that the strength of the first mom
modulation appears through the product of the initial d
placement and the optical coupling,AgD.

For the excited state correlation function, we simila
find

Ce~ t,t3!5Ke~ t2t3!exp@2 i ~AeD/v0!

3$e2gt~vv sin~vvt !2g cos~vvt !!

2e2gt3~vv sin~vvt3!2g cos~vvt3!!%#. ~35!

Thus, the excited state nonequilibrium correlation function
expressed as a modulation of the equilibrium fluoresce
correlation function by the excited state wave packet.

The analytic expressions in Eqs.~34! and ~35! together
with the first moments presented in Eqs.~A1!, ~A2!, and
~A4!, effectively replace the nonlinear response express
derived in Eqs.~C1! and ~C4!. The generalization of the
above single mode results to the multimode case is strai
forward. It easy to show that the multimode expressions
Cg andCe factor into a product of single mode correlatio
functions. The results derived using the first moments
approximate, since the higher moments of the wave pa
motion ~which are induced by the pump pulse47! are ne-
glected. Nevertheless, they provide a fully quantum m
chanical description of the probe response due to modula
by coherent nuclear dynamics. Moreover, we expect that
a harmonic system, the first moment dynamics will constit
a major part of the wave packet motion detected by
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probe. This expectation is verified when we present simu
tions comparing the first moment based linear response
proach with the full third-order approach.

2. Analytic expressions for pump –probe signal:
CARS and CSRS responses

An advantage of the analytic expressions in Eqs.~34!
and ~35! is that for the special case of undamped nucl
motion, they can be expanded in a Fourier–Bessel se
from which the polarization Eq.~17! can be evaluated in
closed form. This yields an analytic expression for the d
persed probe signal Eq.~20! that provides insight into the
origin of both resonant and nonresonant pump–probe
nals. If the series expansion

ei% sin(u)5 (
m52`

`

exp~ imu!Jm~% !, ~36!

is placed into Eq.~34!, we find forg50 that

Cg~ t,t3!5Kg~ t2t3! (
k52`

`

eik(v0t31wg) (
n52`

`

Jn~AgD!

3Jn2k~AgD!einv0(t2t3). ~37!

We put this expression into Eqs.~21! and ~17! to find the
polarization within the RWA~which neglects the contribu
tion of Cg* !. With Gaussian pulses,Ẽ(v)5E0G̃(v), where
G̃(v) is a Gaussian spectral function. The ground state c
tribution to the frequency dispersed pump–probe signa
finally obtained:

S̃g~v,t!5 (
k50

`

@Ck~v!cos~k~v0t1wg!!

1Sk~v!sin~k~v0t1wg!!# ~38a!

5 (
k50

`

Ãk~v!cos~kv0t1f̃k~v!!, ~38b!

where the amplitude and phase of thekth overtone are

Ãk~v!5@C k
2~v!1S k

2~v!#1/2, ~39a!

f̃k~v!5kwg2tan21@Sk~v!/Ck~v!#, ~39b!

and whereCk(v) and Sk(v) are the quadrature amplitude
given by

Ck~v!5vM @G̃p~vd ,kv0!F I
(k)~v!

1G̃p~vd ,2kv0!F I
(2k)~v!#, ~40a!

Sk~v!5vM @G̃p~vd ,kv0!FR
(k)~v!

2G̃p~vd ,2kv0!FR
(2k)~v!#. ~40b!

In the above expressions, we have defined the constanM
52(umgeu2E0

2/4p\) for convenience, and introduced th
product spectral function of the probe pulse,

G̃p~vd ,kv0!5G̃~vd!G̃~vd1kv0!, ~41!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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wherevd5v2vc is the detuning frequency, and the abso
tive and dispersive basis functions are defined as

F I
(k)~v!5 (

n52`

`

Jn~AgD!Jn2k~AgD!F I~v1nv0!, ~42a!

FR
(k)~v!5 (

n52`

`

Jn~AgD!Jn2k~AgD!FR~v1nv0!. ~42b!

The basis functions depend only onAg , D, and the equilib-
rium line shape functions and do not depend on the pro
ties of the probe pulse. Note the symmetry conditio
F I

(2k)(v)5F I
(k)(v2kv0) and FR

(2k)(v)5FR
(k)(v2kv0).

Equations~38!–~42! are rigorous expressions for the di
persed probe signal for a single undamped mode couple
a two-electronic level system. They are valid for arbitra
temperature, detection frequency, and pulse width. T
simple and direct connection between pump–probe sig
and the equilibrium line shape functions is exposed by th
results. Equilibrium line shapes thus enter the calculation
two separate stages: firstly in the expressions for the pu
induced first moment amplitude and phase in Eqs.~A1! and
~A2!, and secondly in the final probe detected signal
Eqs.~42a!–~42b!.

It is clear from Eqs.~38! that the detuning dependence
the dispersed probe signal is determined by the amplitu
Ck(v) andSk(v), which are in turn related to the product o
the spectral functionG̃p and the displaced line shape fun
tionsF I ,R

(k) . In studying the detuning dependence ofS̃g(v,t),
it is interesting to look at two opposite limits. When th
electronic dephasing time is much longer than the pulse
rations and the vibrational periods, the basis functio
F I

(k)(v) and FR
(k)(v) consist of a well-resolved Franck

Condon progression that acts like a filter in Eqs.~40a! and
~40b! and determines the detuning dependence. In the op
site limit, the electronic dephasing time is much shorter th
the pulse durations and vibrational periods. In this case,
line shape functions are broad, exhibiting a much slow
variation with respect tov than the pulse envelope spectr
function which then acts like a filter in Eqs.~40a! and~40b!.
The dispersed signal then consists of a superposition of
and blue shifted field envelope functionsG̃p(vd ,6kv0).
The superposition weighting depends on the amplitude of
initial pump induced displacement and the displaced equ
rium line shape functions. Thus, resonances occur at freq
cies v'vc7kv0/2, which correspond to the peaks
G̃p(vd ,6kv0). These resonances can be identified with
well-known coherent Stokes Raman scattering~CSRS! and
coherent antiStokes Raman scattering~CARS! signals.59,60

The delay dependence of the dispersed signal is c
posed of oscillations at all harmonics of the fundamen
frequencyv0 . The amplitude and the phase of thekth har-
monic is given byÃk(v) and f̃k(v). It is clear from Eq.
~39b! that the dispersed probe signal phasef̃k(v) is not
simply related to the initial phasewg of the coherent motion
because of the additional frequency dependent funct
Ck(v) and Sk(v). However, it can be easily shown th
when we integrateS̃g(v,t) as specified in Eq.~19!, the in-
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tegral overSk(v) is small due to approximately cancelin
contributions from the Stokes and antiStokes shifted com
nents in Eq.~40b!. We then get for the ground state contr
bution to the open band signal

Sg~t!5 (
k50

`

Ask cos~kv0t1fsk!, ~43!

where the amplitude and phase of thekth overtone are given
by

Ask5E
0

`

dvuCk~v!u, ~44a!

fsk5kwg2@0 or p#. ~44b!

Thus, the phase of the fundamental open band signalfs1

determines the initial phasewg of the nuclear motion to
within an additive constant ofp. The additive constant phas
arises from the fact thatCk(v) can have positive or negativ
values. This in turn reflects the fact that the measured os
latory signal is the transmission of the probe pulse rat
than the mean wavepacket position itself.@See Fig. 3 and the
related discussion.# It is easily shown that the open ban
signal will be of the form in Eq.~43! even when severa
vibrational modes are active. These results demonstrate
the phases of the open band signals are a direct reflectio
the initial conditions of the nonstationary states.

It is also notable from Eqs.~43!–~44! that the open band
~dichroic! signal vanishes as we tune off-resonance,61 where
the imaginary line shape function is negligible andCk(v) is
vanishingly small. In contrast, the off-resonant frequen
dispersed signal is nonvanishing and depends on the real
of the line shape throughSk(v). We also havewg5p/2
off-resonance using the results of Appendix A. We then

S̃g~v,t!5 (
k50

`

Sk~v!sin~k~v0t1p/2!!. ~45!

The dispersive functionsFR
(k)(v) are approximately constan

in the off-resonant limit. It then follows from Eq.~40b! that
the detuning dependence is mainly determined by the p
spectral functionG̃p . The dispersed probe signal consists
CARS and CSRS resonances that are centered nearv'vc

7kv0/2 and oppositely phased.60,62

The expressions derived here make minimal assumpt
and can be readily extended to incorporate optical hete
dyne detection schemes.42,43,55,62We have derived explicit
expressions for the dichroic responseIm$P(t,t)%. It can be
shown for the birefringent responseRe$P(t,t)%, that the
roles of the quadrature amplitudes in Eq.~38a! will be re-
versed; i.e., thatCk(v) is the coefficient of the sine term an
Sk(v) is the coefficient of the cosine term. Also, the CAR
and CSRS contributions ofSk(v) will add constructively to
give a nonvanishing birefringent open band signal o
resonance. This has been observed in transparent liqui62

For the resonant case, the results derived here are a m
level, high temperature generalization of earlier treatme
based on density matrix pathways55 which considered a pai
of vibrational levels in the ground and excited states. In c
trast to prior treatments,42,43 no assumption has been mad
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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with regard to the pulse durations in deriving Eqs.~38!–~42!.
Finally, we note that although we have given expressions
only the ground state response, analogous results are e
obtained for the excited state response. Here, the emis
line shape functionQ(v) in Eq. ~29! plays a role similar to
F(v) in the ground state expressions.

3. Reaction driven coherence

As previously discussed, an advantage of the effec
linear response approach is that it allows for a rigorous
culation of the probe response to nonradiatively driven
herence. As an example, we consider the multilevel sys
depicted in Fig. 1~b!, and apply the effective linear respon
approach to the detection of reaction induced cohe
nuclear motion along theQ degree of freedom in the produc
stateu f &.

The chemical reaction step and subsequent probe in
action minimally constitute a three-electronic level proble
comprising the electronic statesue&, u f &, andu f 8&. The states
ue& andu f & are nonradiatively coupled. The probe interacti
couples the ground stateu f & and excited stateu f 8& of the
product, and is assumed to be well-separated from the r
tion step. The Hamiltonian for the reaction-probe stage of
problem may be written as

ĤNR~ t !5S Vv
f 1Ĥ f 8 2m f f 8Eb~ t ! 0

2m f 8 fEb~ t ! Ĥ f1U f~R! J

0 J Ĥe1Ue~R!

D .

~46!

Here,Ue, f are the dissociative potentials along the class
reaction coordinateR, for the statesue& and u f &. Ĥe, f repre-
sent the quantum degree of freedom (Q) coupled to the non-
radiative transition.J is the nonradiative coupling paramet
which, for the case of MbNO photolysis discussed belo
corresponds to the spin–orbit coupling operator neede
account for the spin change of the heme iron atom u
ligand photolysis. For simplicity, we also assume that
pump interaction that couples the statesug& and ue& is well
separated from the chemical reaction. The sequence of in
actions and the relevant coupling constants is then pu
mEa→ chemical reaction,J→ and probe,mEb . Each indi-
vidual interaction is assumed to occur independently. T
separation of these events allows us to consider the f
electronic level problem in Fig. 1~b! as three sequential two
electronic level problems.

We make the following two assumptions which are s
isfied in the case of MbNO photolysis:~i! before the curve
crossing takes place, the system~in reactant stateue&! is as-
sumed be in thermal equilibrium along theQ coordinate,~ii !
the quantum yield for the dissociative reaction alongR is
assumed to be unity, i.e., all the reactant molecules are tr
ferred to the product state during the surface crossing.
sumption ~i! holds if the Q coordinate is not optically
coupled to theug& and ue& electronic states. The pump puls
merely transports a fraction of the ground state electro
population to the excited state, leaving the vibrational st
along Q unchanged. However, theR degree of freedom is
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dissociative on the excited state potential surface and is
far from equilibrium after the pump excitation. For examp
the 220 cm21 Fe–His mode in MbNO is not optically
coupled as revealed by its absence in the resonance Ra
spectrum of MbNO. Its strong presence in the pump–pro
signals demonstrates that this mode is triggered into osc
tion following the highly efficient process22–24of ligand pho-
todissociation in MbNO.14

A multidimensional Landau–Zener theory was pre
ously developed to describe vibrational coherence indu
by nonradiative electronic surface crossing21 based on as-
sumptions~i! and ~ii ! above. For completeness of presen
tion, we have reproduced the key results of that work
Appendix B. We also present expressions for the amplitu
Af and phasew f of the first moment of the nuclear motio
induced on the product surfaceu f &. Using these reaction
driven initial conditions, we make the following represent
tion for the nonstationary nuclear density matrix in the pro
uct stater̂ f8 :

r̂ f85D̂~l f !r̂T
( f )D̂†~l f !, ~47!

where l f5Afe
iw f /A2 is the complex displacement of th

reaction induced coherence andr̂T
( f ) is the equilibrium ther-

mal density matrix for the nuclear HamiltonianĤ f . Since
only the ground state of the productu f & is initially populated,
the probe response due to the nuclear dynamics in the p
uct state potential well can now be obtained along the sa
lines that led to Eq.~34!. The correlation functionCf for the
nonstationary response is obtained by replacingAg ,wg , and
D by Af ,w f , andD f in Eq. ~34!. HereD f is the dimension-
less displacement associated with the coupling ofQ to the
f→ f 8 transition. The equilibrium optical absorption co
relator is replaced byK f(t2t3), which refers to the pair of
electronic statesu f & and u f 8&.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical simulation of the open band signals
volves multiple integrals of the time correlation function
which can be evaluated using standard algorithms. The
third-order response approach involves quadruple inte
tions over time. The effective linear response approach
places the correlation functions in Eq.~C1! and ~C4! by the
analytic expressions in Eqs.~34! and ~35!. For field driven
coherences, the analytic expressions require the evaluatio
the first moments in Eqs.~A1!–~A2! and ~A4! of Appendix
A. The moments can be evaluated in a single step be
doing the time integrals. Hence, two of the time integratio
are eliminated and the overall computation time is sign
cantly reduced. The signal amplitude and phase in eithe
these approaches are obtained by performing a Fourier tr
form of the delay dependent pump–probe signal in Eq.~18!.
An alternative method that can be used when vibratio
damping is neglected, is to directly calculate the amplitu
and phase of the dispersed and open band signals usin
analytic expressions derived in Sec. III B 2. For calculatio
involving only a few modes, the analytic formula for th
dispersed signal in Eq.~38b! can be easily evaluated, and
subsequent integration over frequencies as in Eq.~19! leads
to the open band amplitude and phase.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In what follows, we demonstrate that amplitude a
phase excitation profiles of field induced coherence
equally well-predicted by the third-order and the effecti
linear response approaches. We then apply the effective
ear response approach to calculate coherent signals ind
by rapid nonradiative reactions.

A. Temperature and carrier frequency dependence

One of the key parameters in a pump–probe experim
is the carrier frequency of the pump and probe laser pul
Not only is this parameter the most easily accessible to
experimentalist, but measurements of the oscillatory am
tude and phase profiles through the resonant region pro
crucial information regarding the origin of vibrationa
coherence.11,15,35The computational simplicity of the effec
tive linear response approach, using the first moments,
ables a direct calculation of phase and amplitude profi
over the entire absorption spectrum using realistic pu
widths.

In order to illustrate the accuracy and the physically
tuitive aspects of the effective linear response approach
treat a simple model system. Consider a single undam
mode with v0540 cm21 and S5(D2/2)50.5 coupled to a
homogeneously broadened two-level system withGe

5800 cm21. We assume 10 fs pump and probe pulses i
degenerate~same color for pump and probe! configuration.
The short pulse width allows comparison with the third-ord
response calculation which is quite formidable for long pu
durations;(502100) fs. Expressing the delay depende
oscillatory signal as

S~t!5As cos~v0t1fs!, ~48!

we plot in Fig. 2 the degenerate open band amplitudeAs and
the phasefs profiles for the 40 cm21 oscillations. The
ground and excited state profiles are plotted for a range
carrier frequencies across the absorption maximum. The
panels of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! show the ground and excite
state amplitude and phase profiles forT50 K and T
5300 K. Both the third-order response and the effective
ear response outputs are plotted. The excellent agree
between the two approaches is evident over the entire ra
of carrier frequencies. We note that the ground and exc
state amplitudes dip near the classical absorption and e
sion peaks, respectively,Vv and Vv22v0S. The phase of
the ground state signal shows a variation of 2p as the carrier
frequency is detuned acrossVv . There is a sharp jump be
tween 6(p/2) at Vv . In contrast to the ground state, th
excited state phase remains constant apart from ap phase
jump at Vv22v0S. At low temperature, the amplitude o
the ground state signal drops by almost an order
magnitude. The approach of the phase toward6(p/2) on
either side of the discontinuity atVv is steady and almos
linear. For the high temperature case, the approach of
phase toward6(p/2) occurs much more sharply nearVv .
While the excited state phase is independent of tempera
the excited state amplitude becomes more asymmetric a
temperature is increased, as seen in Fig. 2~b!.

All of the above aspects of the ground and excited s
signals can be clearly understood using the first moment
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the pump induced oscillations; see Appendix A. First, rec
that the open band phase yields the initial phase of the pu
induced oscillation to within an additive factor ofp as in Eq.
~44b!. This is shown for the ground state signal in Fig. 3. W
plot the open band phase of the 40 cm21 mode over an ex-
panded range that includes the off-resonant limit, along w
the initial phase of the wave packet calculated using E
~A1! and ~A2!. Figure 3~c! schematically depicts the effec
tive initial conditions prepared by the pump pulse in t
ground and excited states. Shown are the initial conditi
for three different pump carrier frequencies, near resona
@indicated by downward pointing arrows in Fig. 3~a!# and
off-resonance towards the red side of the absorption m
mum. The arrows above the wave packets indicate the di
tion of the momentum induced by the pump pulse. Fro
Eqs.~A1!–~A2!, we note that the mean nuclear position a
momentum in the ground state depend on the derivative
the absorption and dispersion line shapes, respective47

Thus, the wave packet is undisplaced from equilibrium
excitation atvc5Vv . The momentum attains a maximum
value at this frequency, and is signed opposite to the exc
state equilibrium position shift.47,45,44

As depicted in Fig. 3, when the pump pulse carrier f
quency is tuned toward the red side of the absorption m
mum vR , the ground state wave packet is displaced tow
decreased bond lengths and receives a momentum kick in
same direction. Thus, a probe pulse of carrier frequencyvR

incident on the sample sees an initially depleted nuclear
tribution ~bleach! in the ground state. The probe differenc
transmission signal~pump-on minus pump-off! will at t50
be positive and will simultaneously have a positive slope d
to the sign of the wave packet momentum. This is seen fr
the delay dependent signal plotted directly below the pot
tials in Fig. 3~c!. The phase of the oscillatory signalS(t) in
Eq. ~48! will obey (3p/2),fs,2p. On the other hand, for
blue detuning from absorption maximumvB , the initial
transmission signal will again be positive due to a deple
nuclear distribution in the probed region. However, the s
nal has a negative slope att50, since now the momentum o
the wave packet points toward the probing region. In t
case the signal phase will obey 0,fs,(p/2) and is also
precisely in phase with the wave packet itself. When
carrier frequency is tuned to resonance atvv , the pump
pulse merely imparts a momentum to the wave packet so
the wave packet phase is precisely (p/2). As described be-
low, the CSRS and CARS resonances are oppositely ph
for excitation at resonant maximum. The integrated sig
therefore vanishes atvv and the phase becomes undefine
Incrementally to the red and blue sides of the absorpt
maximum, the open band phase shows a discontinuous j
of p since the momentum impulse always points in the sa
direction in the resonance region. Note that Fig. 3~c! shows,
for vv , the oscillatory signal incrementally to the red of th
absorption maximum, before the phase jump.

A similar analysis is possible for the excited state sign
The excited state response arises from the stimulated e
sion ~by the probe! from the vibrationally coherent excite
state. Since the excited state wave packet oscillates abou
shifted equilibrium positionD, the amplitude dip and phas
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Comparison of one-color
pump–probe open band amplitudeAs

and phasefs profiles predicted by the
first moment based effective linear re
sponse approach~solid line! and the
third-order response approac
~circles!. The profiles shown are for a
single undamped mode ~v0

540 cm21, S50.5! coupled to a ho-
mogeneously broadened (Ge

5800 cm21) two-level system atT
5300 K andT50 K. The top panels
of ~a! and ~b! show the amplitude and
phase profiles for pulse width of 10 fs
The bottom panels of~a! and~b! show
the amplitude of the ground and ex
cited state signals as two-dimension
functions of the pulse widthtp and the
pulse carrier frequencyvc , for both
T50 K and T5300 K. The analytic
expressions in Eqs.~38!–~42! were
employed in the 2D simulations.
ur
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is-
flip of the pump–probe signal from the excited state occ
near the classical emission peak atVv22v0S. As depicted
in Fig. 3~c!, the excited state wave packet does not receiv
momentum impulse; see Appendix A. Furthermore, it is c
ated on the same side of the excited state harmonic
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irrespective of the pump carrier frequency.47 Thus, the phase
of the excited state wave packet is independent of the pu
carrier frequency. The corresponding signal phase is fixe
0 for blue detuning where there is increased stimulated em
sion att50. The phase is fixed atp for red detuning where
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the stimulated emission is minimum att50. Note in Fig.
2~b! the nearly order-of-magnitude increase in the amplitu
of the excited state signal compared to the ground state.
increase can be traced to the fact that for impulsive excita
using weak fields, the excited state wave packet is situa
very close to the vertical energy gapVv . This corresponds
to the ground state hole that has a displacement m
smaller thanD.51,63,47 Thus, the amplitude of excited sta
oscillations about the equilibrium positionD is much larger
than that of ground state oscillations about zero. The exc
state coherence will thereby be the dominant contribution
systems with long-lived excited states.1,5–7,11,20The asymme-
try in the excited state amplitude profile can be seen in F
3~c! to arise from the fact that the wave packet amplitude
the excited state is larger for blue excitation than for red47

The temperature dependence of the oscillatory amplit
and phase in Fig. 2 can be understood via the relative t
perature dependence of the initial position and momen

FIG. 3. Interpretation of the open band phase for the ground state sign
terms of the first moments of the pump induced nuclear wave packets~a!
The phasefs of the 40 cm21 mode ~from the example in Fig. 2! at T
50 K is plotted ~solid line! along with the initial phasewg of the pump
induced wave packet~circles!. ~b! Same as in~a! but for T5300 K. ~c!
Schematic of the pump induced effective initial conditions in the ground
excited states in a two-level system, shown for three different pump/p
carrier frequencies across the absorption maximumVv , and for nonresonan
excitationvNR . The arrows above the wave packets indicate the directio
the momentum imparted. The panels directly below the potential cu
show the corresponding oscillatory signal as a function of pump–pr
delay time.
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induced by the pump pulse. For high temperatures, the m
thermal phonon populationn̄@1 and Qg0 is enhanced ac-
cording to Eq.~A1!, so that the complex displacementlg

5(Qg01 iPg0)/& is dominated by the real part. Hence th
initial phase of the wave packet stays closer to zero orp at
higher temperatures, except nearVv , whereQg0 vanishes.
Correspondingly, the open band phase also stays close
zero~or 2p! except for the discontinuous transition nearVv .
When the temperature is lowered,Qg0 drops sharply since
n̄!1 and becomes comparable in magnitude toPg0 . Thus,
at low temperatures, the amplitude of the ground state sig
drops dramatically, and the phase varies almost linearly
either side of the discontinuity atVv as in Fig. 2~a!. The
temperature dependence of the excited state first mom
Qe0 is primarily determined by the relative magnitude

F I(v) and the difference line shapeD̂F I(v), which appears
as the coefficient ofn̄ in Eq. ~A4!. The difference line shape
is responsible for enhancing the asymmetry in the amplit
profile at high temperatures as in Fig. 2~b!.

An important observation to be made from Fig. 3~c! is
that for the linearly displaced oscillator model, the amplitu
and phase profiles of field driven coherence are indepen
of the sign of the electron nuclear couplingD. If D were
negative, then the same arguments given above would ap
The amplitude and phase behavior would be the same a
Fig. 2. This can be seen directly from the fact that the n
linear response functions in Eqs.~C2a!–~C2b! and ~C5a!–
~C5b! depend only onD2 through the functiong(s). How-
ever, the schematic depicted in Fig. 3 clearly indicates t
the absolute sign of the potential displacements are not
vealed in a pump–probe experiment.

The depiction of pump induced initial conditions in Fig
3 contradicts prior predictions arising from time depend
wave packet pictures of impulsive stimulated lig
scattering.64,8,65The prior work suggests that the ground sta
wave packet is always created on the side of the ground s
well that is closer to the excited potential minimum. This
not correct, as is shown by a careful analysis of the pu
pulse interaction.47,46,45 It is clear from Fig. 3~c! that the
centroid of the ground state wave packet induced by imp
sive excitation is strongly sensitive to the carrier frequen
of the laser pulse.

From Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! we conclude that the momen
analysis-based approach offers a physically intuitive and
curate interpretation of the observed amplitude and ph
behavior of open band FCS signals. Another significant
vantage offered by this approach is that the analytic form
the effective linear response functions reduces the comp
tion times. For the comparisons made in Figs. 2 and 3~top
panels!, we chose a very short 10 fs pulse in order to ma
the calculations using the third-order approach possible w
reasonable computation times. However, in many exp
mental situations, including those reported here, the pu
width is often much longer (;100 fs). For long pulse widths
the two extra integrations involved in the third-order a
proach makes the computation quite formidable. In Fig.
we compare the computation times for the linear respo
and third-order response calculations as a function of pu
width tp . The advantage offered by the effective linear r
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sponse approach is clear, especially when it is of interes
calculate the amplitude and phase profiles at many ca
frequencies. The computation time for calculating the op
band amplitude and phase using the analytic formulas in E
~38!–~42! for a single mode and a two-mode case is a
plotted in the figure. The integral of the analytic expressio
is over the spectral profiles of the probe pulse so that a la
value oftp implies a narrower range of integration. In co
trast to the numerical integrations in time domain, the co
putation time in this case therefore decreases withtp . As the
number of modes involved increases, the summation in
~38b! involves multiple indices and the calculation becom

FIG. 4. Comparison of computation times for the calculation of the o
color ground state pump–probe signal, using the third-order response
proach and the effective linear response approach, as a function of
width. Both the absolute time to calculate the signal for 40vc points and the
ratio of the computation times for the two approaches are plotted. A
shown is the computation time for calculating the profiles using the ana
expressions for the pump–probe signal in Eqs.~38!–~42!.
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more complex. However, the usefulness of the analytic
pression for a few modes is evident from Fig. 4.

As an illustration of the use of the analytic expressio
we calculate the ground and excited state amplitude pro
for a wider range of pulse widths (52500) fs in the bottom
panels of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The three-dimensional plots ar
useful in capturing the behavior of pump–probe signals o
a wide range of pulse widths and carrier frequencies. I
seen that the temperature dependence of the ground
signal amplitude is rather uniform over the entire manifold
tp andvc . The excited state signal shows more interest
behavior, with the asymmetry in the amplitude profiles mo
pronounced at longer pulse widths. Both the ground and
cited state amplitudes vanish in the limit of very short a
very long~compared to the vibrational period! pulses, attain-
ing an optimum for some intermediate value oftp . The van-
ishing of the ground state signal fortp→0 can be traced to
the fact that the ground coherence vanishes in the short p
limit.44,8,27,47It is interesting to note from Eq.~A4! that the
excited state nuclei are however coherent fortp→0. It can
be shown that the corresponding density matrix is sim
thermal density matrixr̂T

(e) placed vertically aboveQ50 on
the excited state potential well.47 Note that the representatio
in Eq. ~13! is essentially exact in this limit. The vanishing o
the excited state open band signal fortp→0 occurs rather
due to the fact that the open band signal for a spectr
broad probe is essentially the integral over the derivative-
basis functions,Q I ,R

(k) (v), which are analogous toF I ,R
(k) (v)

plotted in Fig. 5~see below!.
Finally, we consider a two-color pump–probe expe

ment, which employs a fixed carrier frequency for the pum
and a variable carrier frequency of the probe. The analy
presented so far applies equally well to two-color pum
probe experiments. In this case, the pump imparts a fi
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FIG. 5. Dispersed pump–probe signa
for the two-electronic level system
considered in Fig. 2. The top pane
shows the absorptive and dispersiv
basis functionsF I

(1)(v) and FR
(1)(v)

defined in Eqs.~42a! and ~42b!, for T
50 K. The spectral profile of the
pulse (tp550 fs) is shown for three
different pulse carrier frequencies. Th
bottom panels show the correspondin
quadrature amplitudesC1(v) and

S1(v), and the amplitudeÃ1(v) and

phasef̃1(v) of the 40 cm21 funda-
mental of the dispersed signal. Th
open band phase for each carrier fr
quency is also shown~filled circle!.
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initial condition to the wave packet that is determined fro
the results of Appendix A. The signal amplitude and pha
profiles as a function of the probe carrier frequency will
similar to that of the excited state degenerate pump–pr
signal. The amplitude will exhibit a dip atVv , and the signal
phase will be the initial wave packet phase, but for ap jump
at Vv . Since the pump induced initial conditions are ind
pendent of the probe carrier frequencyvc , the computation
of two-color pump–probe profiles is less cumbersome t
the degenerate pump–probe profiles.

B. Dispersed pump–probe measurements and off-
resonant response

When the pump pulse is tuned off-resonance,D̂F I(v)
→0 and Eqs.~A1!–~A2! show that the ground state wav
packet merely receives a momentum kick, and is undispla
from its equilibrium position. Thus, the phase of the op
band signal approaches6(p/2) as seen from Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!. Furthermore, the dependence of the wave packet

mentum on D̂FR implies that the momentum impuls
changes direction as we begin to move off-resonance on
red and blue sides of the absorption maximum. Correspo
ingly, the signal phase crosses 2p ~zero! into the first
~fourth! quadrant as seen in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The ap-
proach of the open band phase toward the off-resonant l
of 6(p/2) is more dramatic at lower temperatures, whe
Pg0 is comparable in magnitude toQg0 . At high tempera-
tures, the magnitude ofQg0 is dramatically enhanced relativ
that of Pg0 because of the thermal factor in Eq.~A1!. This

enhances the contribution ofD̂F I(v) to the signal phase
The off-resonant limit is thus attained at further detuni
from absorption maximum at high temperatures.

While the open band~dichroic! signal approaches zer
off-resonance, we showed earlier that the dispersed p
signal does not vanish in this limit and is related toFR(v) as
in Eq. ~45!. In Fig. 5, we demonstrate the on- and o
resonance behavior of the dispersed signal, using the s
model parameters as in Fig. 2. In the top panel, we plot
basis functions for theT50 ground state fundamental (k
51) oscillationsF I

(1)(v) andFR
(1)(v) given by Eqs.~42a!–

~42b!. The basis functions fork51 are seen to behav
roughly as the first derivatives of the absorption and disp
sion lineshapes. Similarly, the basis functions for the fi
overtoneF I

(2)(v) andFR
(2)(v) can be shown to behave lik

the second derivatives of the line shapes and so on.
Gaussian spectral profile of the laser pulse (tp550 fs) used
in the calculation is also shown in the upper panel for th
different carrier frequenciesvc1 , vc2 , andvc3 . The func-
tions C1(v) and S1(v) and the dispersed probe amplitud

and phaseÃ1(v) and f̃1(v) are plotted directly below. As
specified in Eqs.~40a! and ~40b!, the quadrature amplitude
C1(v) and S1(v) are obtained by superposing the Stok
and anti-Stokes shifted product functionsGp(vd ,
v0)F I ,R

(1)(v) andGp(vd ,2v0)F I ,R
(21)(v), which correspond

to CSRS and CARS resonances, respectively. While the~di-
chroic! Stokes and anti-Stokes components are additive
C1(v) they are subtractive forS1(v). It is clear from Fig. 5
that at the absorption maximumvc5vc1 , the derivative na-
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ture of F I
(1)(v) gives rise to Stokes and anti-Stokes comp

nents ofC1(v) that are oppositely signed on either side
the carrier frequency. Thus, the dispersed signal isp out of
phase for red and blue detuning from the carrier frequen
The integral of bothC1(v) andS1(v) vanishes, giving rise
to a dip in the open band signal amplitude. When the car
frequency is tuned near the shoulder of the absorption s
trum vc5vc2 , the Stokes and anti-Stokes components
C1(v) add constructively to give a single peak.S1(v) is
very small compared toC1(v) sinceFR

(61)(v) are small in
this region. For off-resonant excitationvc5vc3 , the disper-
sive term S1(v) begins to dominate and the signal a
proaches the limit in Eq.~45!. While the details of the be-
havior of the dispersed probe signal are highly mo
specific,66 the simulations shown in Fig. 5 illustrate the ge
eral aspects of the dispersed pump–probe signals base
equilibrium line shape functions.

It is clear from Fig. 5 that the direct connection wit
equilibrium line shapes made in Eqs.~38!–~42! allows a
clear picture of the dispersed probe measurements. Fur
more, when dealing with complex multimode systems, o
can directly use the experimentally measured absorption
shape and its Kramers–Kronig transform, the dispersive
shape. The need for modeling the detailed mechanisms
sponsible for line broadening is thus avoided. However,
ditional steps are required when inhomogeneous broade
is significant ~see below!. Generally, this approach i
analogous67 to the use of transform methods in the calcu
tion of resonance Raman scattering cross sections.68–70,56

C. Effects of inhomogeneous broadening

Until now, we have assumed that the molecular syst
under consideration has a fixed electronic energy gap (V00)
and a homogeneously broadened absorption spectrum.
homogeneous broadening mechanism reflects the electr
population decay as well as the rapid fluctuations that t
place between the system and the environment. In additio
the homogeneous contribution, the width of the absorpt
line shape can also have a quasistatic origin. For examp
distribution of electronic transition frequencies arising fro
local changes in the environment or disorder in the system71

Several spectroscopic techniques exist,72–74 which can be
used to selectively probe the effects of inhomogene
broadening. In this section, we consider the effects of in
mogeneous broadening on pump–probe signals. Experim
tal examples of open band phase measurements on myo
bin ~Mb! are presented to demonstrate the presence o
asymmetric inhomogeneously broadened absorption s
trum for Mb.

In the presence of inhomogeneous broadening, the
mogeneous pump–probe signal must be averaged ove
inhomogeneous distributionFI(V00). In the third-order re-
sponse approach, this averaging is simply a Fourier tra
form of the functionFI and can be carried out independen
of the time integrations over the pump fields;28 see Eqs.
~C8a! and ~C8b! of Appendix C. In the effective linear re
sponse approach, however, the averaging overFI(V00) can-
not be carried out as in Eqs.~C8a! and ~C8b!. The time
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Effects of inhomogeneous
brodening on one-color pump–prob
amplitude and phase profiles.~a!
Shows the absorption line shape fun
tion for the homogeneous case~dashed
line!, and with Gaussian inhomogene
ities of s I5300 cm21 ~solid line! and
s I5600 cm21 ~dash-dot line!. The
amplitude and phase profiles for th
ground state case are shown in pane
~b! and ~c!, for the three line shapes
The corresponding excited state amp
tude and phase are shown in panels~d!
and ~e!.
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integrations overt1 and t2 involved in the pump interaction
are carried out separately to find the first moments.V00 ap-
pears through the line shape functionsF I(v) andFR(v) in
the first moment expressions, Eqs.~A1!–~A2!. In order to
include the inhomogeneities, we first calculate the homo
neous pump–probe signal and then numerically average
signal over the distributionFI(V00). When experimentally
measured line shapes are used in place of the time corre
expressions, the homogeneous line shape must be de
volved from the measured line shapes before being use
the pump and probe steps of the calculation. The inhomo
neous pump–probe signal is obtained by a final convolu
of the homogeneous pump–probe signal with the inhomo
neous distribution.

Inhomogeneous broadening affects the ground and
cited state responses in a distinct fashion, owing to th
contrasting phase behavior. Recall that the ground state
nal is approximately in phase on either side of the reson
maximumVv . Since the inhomogeneous pump–probe s
nal is essentially a superposition of homogeneous signals
inhomogeneous amplitude will be nonvanishing atVv . The
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phase discontinuity will also be smeared out in the prese
of inhomogeneity. In Fig. 6, we consider a homogeneous
shape withGe5300 cm21 and a single undamped 220 cm21

mode with couplingS50.05. Pump–probe signals are ca
culated forT5300 K using both the homogeneous line sha
and with Gaussian inhomogeneities included. The top pa
in the Fig. 6 showsF I(v) with three values of the inhomo
geneous widths I50, 300, and 600 cm21. The lower panels
show the amplitude and phase of ground and excited s
signals for the three cases assuming a pulse width oftp

550 fs.
It is seen that while the amplitude dip and phase disc

tinuity of the ground state signal are dramatically remov
by the inhomogeneity, they exhibit a red-shift for the excit
state. The shift of the excited state signal arises from
asymmetry of the excited state amplitude: since the am
tude of the homogeneous stimulated emission signal on
red side is much smaller than on the blue side ofVv , an
effective cancellation of the positive and negative lobes
the signed amplitude will occur towards the red.
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Example: Inhomogeneous broadening in myoglobin

The characteristic features of the ground and exc
state amplitude and phase profiles can be used as indica
of inhomogeneous broadening. As an example, consider
heme protein deoxy myoglobin~Mb!, which is an oxygen
storage protein found in muscle cells. Mb possesses a hi
asymmetric and broad absorption spectrum~Soret band! in
its ligand-free, high spin~deoxy, S52! state. In previous
studies, the Soret band of Mb was modeled using a n
Gaussian distribution of electronic energy levels, ascribe
disorder in the position of the central iron atom of the p
phyrin ring.71,75 In pump–probe and resonance Raman
periments on Mb, the Soret excited state is found76,35 to be
very short lived (<30 fs). Thus, the detected pump–pro
signals for deoxy Mb are presumably due to ground s
coherence driven by impulsive stimulated Raman scatter
Here, we focus attention on the Fe–His mode at 220 cm21

which is a prominent mode in the resonance Raman exp
ments on Mb.

In the top panel of Fig. 7, we plot the experimental a
sorption spectrum of Mb along with a theoretical fit based
the previously proposed model for the inhomogene
distribution.71,75 All resonance Raman active modes are
cluded in the model, with coupling strengths determin
from their absolute resonance Raman cross sections.77 The
pump–probe calculations are carried out using the effec
linear response approach using a realistic pulse width o
fs. For simplicity, only the 220 cm21 mode (S50.05) was
taken to be displaced from equilibrium. In Fig. 7~b!, we plot
the phase profile of the 220 cm21 mode observed in ope
band ~one color! pump–probe measurements on Mb acro
the absorption maximum. The theoretical prediction for
phase of the 220 cm21 mode in the ground state is shown f
both the inhomogeneous line shape model71,75 as well as for
a homogeneous model that fits the observed line shape.

It is clear from Fig. 7~b! that the theoretical prediction
using the inhomogeneous line shape is in good agreem
with the experimental data. Note that the phase approa
the off-resonant limit of (p/2) much more rapidly on the re
side than on the blue side of the absorption maximum. T
reflects the strong asymmetry in the absorption spectr
The sharp phase jump between2(p/2) to 1(p/2) predicted
by the homogeneous model is clearly not observed in
experimental data. Also, the amplitude of the 220 cm21

mode does not show a clear dip near absorption maxim
contrary to the prediction of the homogeneous model. Th
observations strongly support the presence of significan
homogeneous broadening in deoxy Mb, as well as
ground state origin of the vibrational oscillations. If th
220 cm21 coherence originated from the excited state rat
than the ground state, an amplitude dip and phase flip sh
be observed but red-shifted from the emission maximum
discussed above.

D. Reaction driven coherence: Coherent oscillations
in MbNO

We now apply the effective linear response approach
coherence driven by a chemical reaction of the type show
Fig. 1~b!. The effective linear response function for a tw
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level system consisting of the product ground and exci
statesu f & andu f 8& was discussed in Sec. III B 3. The nucle
density matrix for the stateu f & is described by a displace
thermal density matrix. The displacements are the first m
ments of the vibrational coherence driven by a Landa
Zener surface crossing between the nonradiative statesue&
and u f & presented in Appendix B. The pump–probe sign
arises from the vibrationally coherent stateu f &. As discussed
earlier, we are concerned with the situation where the vib
tional modeQ is not coupled to theg→e optical excitation,
but is triggered solely by the nonradiative chemical react
betweenue& and u f & that follows pump excitation. For ex
ample,Q could represent the 220 cm21 Fe–His mode in the
reactive sample MbNO. The 220 cm21 mode is not reso-
nance Raman active in the reactant ground state (ug&) but is
nevertheless observed in pump–probe photolysis signals

The spectral line shape function also plays an import
role in the multidimensional Landau–Zener theory.21 As
specified in Eq.~B2! of Appendix B, the transition rate be
tween the statesue& and u f & is obtained by taking the zero
frequency limit of the spectral function for thee→ f transi-

FIG. 7. ~a! Equilibrium absorption spectrum of Mb atT5300 K ~open
circle! shown with the theoretical fit~solid line! based on a prior model for
the asymmetric deoxy Mb line shape. The underlying homogeneous
shape~before convolution with inhomogeneities! is also shown~dotted line!.
~b! Experimental Soret band phase profile for 220 cm21 mode coherence
from deoxy Mb~filled circles! is shown with the theoretical fit based on a
inhomogeneous model~solid line! and a homogeneous model~dashed line!
using the asymmetric line shape plotted in~a!. ~c! Experimental phase pro-
file for the 220 cm21 mode in MbNO for a range of carrier frequencie
across the Soret band is shown with a theoretical fit based on simple m
for reaction driven coherence in MbNO.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. Application of the effective
linear response approach to reactio
driven coherence.~a! Spectral line-
shape function for the nonradiativee
→ f electronic transition. Panels~b!
and ~d! show the time-dependen
population evolution of the produc
state for reaction velocities ofb
52000 cm21/ps and b510 000
cm21/ps. Panels~c! and ~e! show the
corresponding mean position of th
220 cm21 mode coupled to the reac
tion. The calculations using the effec
tive initial conditions, Eqs.~B4!–~B6!,
are shown in circles. The results of
direct integration as in Eq.~B3! are
shown as a solid line. The nonradia
tive coupling strength was fixed atJ
5120 cm21 in both the calculations.
~f! Spectral line shape function for the
product state@identical to the Mb line-
shape in Fig. 7~a!#. ~g! and ~h! show
the pump–probe open band amplitud
As ~solid line! and phasefs ~dashed
line! profiles arising from the reaction
driven 220 cm21 coherence in the
product state, forb52000 cm21/ps
andb510 000 cm21/ps.
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tion i.e., F I
e f(v50,V00

e f(R(s))). Here, V00
e f(R(s)) is the

time-dependent energy gap between theue& andu f & states as
shown in Fig. 1~b! andR(s) is the time-dependent semicla
sical reaction coordinate. As the reaction coordinate swe
through the crossing point,V00

e f(R(s)) passes through zero
The reaction rateG(R(s)) is integrated as in Eq.~B1! to
obtain the time-dependent quantum yieldPe f(t). In the
present discussion, we hold to the assumption of cons
reaction velocity at the crossing point. This means that
energy gapV00

e f(R(s)) is decreasing at a constant rateb.
Our aim here is to illustrate the analysis of pump–pro

signals associated with the reaction dynamics, and we res
our attention to the role played by the reaction velocityb.
We refer the reader to Ref. 21 for the details of the r
played by the various reaction specific parameters in
population and coherence dynamics. In Fig. 8~a!, we simu-
late the spectral functionF I

e f for the nonradiative states. Th
coupling of the 220 cm21 mode is taken asS50.5 corre-
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sponding to the 0.1 Å Fe–His bond length contraction as
ciated with the loss of the NO ligand. An over damped lo
frequency bath mode is also included to broaden the spe
function. In the panels directly below the line shape, t
time-dependent population transferPe f(t) and the first mo-

ment dynamicsQ̄f(t) in the product state are plotted.Q̄f(t)
is obtained both by direct integration using Eq.~B3! and the
initial first moments using Eqs.~B4!–~B6!. A reaction veloc-
ity of b52000 cm21/ps andb510000 cm21/ps are consid-
ered in Figs. 8~b!–8~e!. The initial vertical energy, corre
sponding to the separation of the quintet and singlet ene
levels in MbNO, is taken to beV00

e f(0)52000 cm21. The
connection between the time-dependent population evolu
and the first moment dynamics in the product state is cle
exposed in the simulations. We see that for smallerb, the
reaction proceeds in a smooth fashion, with a complete tr
sition to the product occurring immediately aftert51 ps.
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The slow passage through the reaction vertex causes
product state oscillations to be effectively diminished. F
largeb, the product electronic state population changes m
abruptly, and the initial amplitude of the oscillatory motio
is considerably larger, approaching the equilibrium displa
ment of the reactant well with respect to the produ
(uDe fu51).

In Figs. 8~g!–8~h!, we simulate the amplitude and pha
profiles of the pump–probe signals associated with the re
tion driven oscillations in the electronic stateu f &, using the
inhomogeneous equilibrium line shape of Mb shown in F
8~f!. Note that only the product state electronic transitionf
→ f 8 is inhomogeneosly distributed. The probe pulse dete
the modulation of thef→ f 8 electronic transition by the re
action driven oscillations. Since the initial conditions of t
wave packet on the stateu f & are independent of the pum
wavelength, a sharp jump in the phase is observed accom
nied by a dip in the amplitude at the absorption maxim
Vv

f . The direct correspondence between the amplitude of
vibrational oscillations and the amplitude of the signal
evident from the simulations. The slower reaction exhibit
much weaker signal amplitude than the faster reaction.
signal phase directly yields the initial phasew f of the wave
packet according to Eq.~44b!. Furthermore, if we letg50

and Ṗe f(t)5d(t2tR) in Eqs. ~B5! and ~B6!, we havew f

>2v0tR , tR5V00
e f(0)/b being the reaction time. Thus

whenb is increased,tR decreases and the initial phase co
tinually changes through cycles of 2p. The phase ap-
proaches zero for an infinitely fast reaction. It is interest
to note from Figs. 8~c! and 8~e! that the effective initial
momentum of the wave packet~due to a nonzerow f) re-
verses its sign asb is increased from 2000 to
10 000 cm21/ps. Compare Fig. 3~c!, where the momentum
impulse has the same direction across resonance.

As an example, we consider the Fe–His mode in
reactive sample MbNO in Fig. 7~c!. In contrast to the non-
reactive Mb, the phase of the 220 cm21 oscillation in MbNO
exhibits a sharp jump at a wavelength that is red-shifted w
respect to the Soret absorption maximum at;23 000 cm21

~435 nm! of the Mb product. Also, the amplitude of th
220 cm21 oscillations vanishes at this detectio
wavelength.35 These observations are consistent with
suggestion that the Fe–His mode is driven by the chem
reaction associated with thee→ f electronic transition as de
scribed in Fig. 8. The 4 nm red-shift of the phase flip
probably associated with the initial red-shift of the pho
product absorption band35 centered roughly at 439 nm
(;22 780 cm21). The fact that the phase flip occurs pr
cisely at this wavelength is consistent with the idea that
220 cm21 oscillations in MbNO are associated with the in
tial Mb photoproduct that is created following photodissoc
tion of the NO ligand.

It is also seen from Fig. 7~c! that the phase of the ope
band 220 cm21 oscillations is near 0 orp. This suggests tha
the initial phase of the 220 cm21 mode coherence is als
close to 0. A zero initial wave packet phase is realized if
reaction timetR is a small fraction of the 150 fs oscillator
period. The wave packet is then placed almost insta
(&20 fs) on the product state potential surface. In
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Landau–Zener theory, the reaction time depends both on
reaction velocityb and on the initial vertical energy ga
V00

e f(R(0)), suggesting that either the gap is small or t
velocity is large~or both! in the MbNO reaction. As dis-
cussed earlier, this corresponds to a population evolution
behaves like a step function.

On the other hand, a zero initial phase of the wa
packet could also be an indication of direct pump pu
preparation of the product state coherence. For exam
when V00

e f(R(0)) is very small, the pump pulse interactio
may directly excite an adiabatic mixture of theue& and the
u f & electronic states. The coherence induced along theQ
coordinate will then have a phase of zero~no initial momen-
tum!, since it originated from the excited state directly pr
pared by the pump pulse. This possibility is beyond t
scope of the present treatment, which assumes that the p
pulse and chemical reaction can be separated. We will
dress this interesting question in future work.

Finally, we point out that the absolute phase of t
220 cm21 mode in MbNO indicates that the Fe–His bond
Mb (u f &) contracts upon optical excitation to Mb* (u f 8&), as
depicted in Fig. 1~b!. This is based on the knowledge that th
Fe–His bond also contracts upon loss of the NO ligand; i
upon the nonradiative transition betweenue& and u f &. The
wave packet induced inu f & is therefore placed at positiv
displacements with respect to the equilibrium position. It
clear from Fig. 1~b! that if the Fe–His bond expands upo
photoexcitation tou f 8&, exactly the opposite phase behavi
from that observed in Fig. 7~c! would be predicted. This
confirms earlier predictions78 and also demonstrates that th
phase of reaction driven pump–probe signals can prov
information on the sign of the optical electron nuclear co
pling, provided the initial ground state equilibrium chang
are known.

E. Overtone signals

1. First moment modulation (coherent state)

Up to this point, we have focused on the oscillato
pump–probe signal at the fundamental frequency of the
tically coupled mode. The presence of higher overtone
expected even for harmonic modes, since the observed s
is not directly the mean nuclear position oscillating at t
fundamental frequency. The pump–probe signal arises f
a dynamic modulation of the equilibrium correlator as e
pressed in Eqs.~34! and ~35!. Intuitively, if we picture a
two-electronic level system, the overtone signal can be
tributed to the ‘‘double pass’’ of the wave packet across
probing region.11,44 The strength of the overtone signals d
to the double pass is determined by the higher powers of
productAgD. This can been seen by expanding the expon
tial in the correlation function in Eq.~33!. For weak field
intensities, the pump induced ground state amplitudes
much smaller than the optical coupling strengths,51,63,47

which are often much less than unity in large multimo
systems. Thus, the overtones generated by the first mom
modulation of the pump induced ground state wave pac
are much weaker than the fundamental.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Simulations of overtone sig
nals from the ground state of Mb usin
displaced and squeezed states.~a! Am-
plitude profiles of the fundamental a
40 cm21 ~solid line! and the first two
overtones at 80 cm21 ~dashed line! and
120 cm21 ~dotted line!, assuming an
initial displacement ofSa5Ag

2/2510,
and optical coupling strength ofSD

5D2/251, for the 40 cm21 mode.
Panels~b!–~d! show the amplitudes of
the first three harmonics over a wide
range of initial displacements, fo
three carrier frequencies (vc1 ,vc2 ,
vc3) across the absorption maximum
The corresponding amplitudes of th
three harmonics for displaced an
squeezed states is plotted in pane
~e!–~g!, for a wide range of frequency
ratios r 5ve /v f between the reactan
(ue&) and product (u f & ) electronic
states.
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On the other hand, when the coherence is induced b
nonradiative surface crossing or by intense pump fields,51,63

the amplitude of the coherent motion can be comparable
larger than the optical coupling strengths, so that the stren
of the overtones is expected to be larger. The effective lin
response approach using displaced wave packets allow
calculation of pump–probe signals for arbitrary values of
initial amplitude Ag . In order to estimate the strength o
overtone signals as a function ofAg , we consider the mode
line shape of Mb in Fig. 8~f!. The overtone signals of a low
frequency mode at 40 cm21 coupled to the optical transition
are studied in Fig. 9. The top panel of Fig. 9 shows
profiles of the fundamental and the first two overtones of
40 cm21 oscillation, assumingSD5D2/251, and Sa5Ag

2/2
510. The contrasting behavior of the overtone and fun
mental amplitude profiles is notable from the figure. T
fundamental signal amplitude dips near the resonant m
mum Vv and peaks near the shoulders of the absorp
spectrum. The amplitude of the first overtone peaks nearVv
and vanishes close to the frequency where the fundame
dips. Thus, we can say that the amplitude profiles of
fundamental and the first overtone behave roughly as the
and second derivatives of the equilibrium absorption sp
trum. Similarly, the second overtone at 120 cm21 behaves as
the third derivative of the absorption spectrum, vanishing
three different carrier frequencies across the absorption b
Such characteristics are useful for the assignment of over
oscillations in pump–probe spectroscopy.35,11

It is important to note the significant reduction in th
amplitude of the overtone oscillations compared to the f
damental. To study the strength of overtone signals ove
wider range of initial displacements, we plot in Figs. 9~b!–
9~d! the amplitude of the first three harmonics for three d
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ferent carrier frequencies near resonance. The initial w
packet amplitudes are varied over three orders-of-magnit
andSD is fixed to be unity. It is seen that for detection at t
wings of the absorptionvc5vc1 andvc3 , the amplitude of
the overtones is more than an order-of-magnitude wea
than the fundamental. This is true even for amplitudes
large asSa5100 ~or Ag'14!. Near band centervc2 , the
fundamental signal itself is very small. The first overtone
the dominating contribution even for very small displac
ments. The almost linear behavior of the overtone amplitu
on the log–log scale suggests a power law dependence o
overtone amplitudes on the wavepacket displacement.

2. Second moment modulation (squeezed states)

While the contribution of the double pass of the wa
packet to the intensity of overtone signals is negligible
field driven coherence~see previous section!, higher moment
modulations of the pump induced wave packet49 ~squeezing!
can contribute more significantly to overtone intensitie
Overtones signals calculated using the full third-order
sponse approach are found to be much stronger than t
calculated with the effective linear response approach us
the first moment dynamics. This discrepancy is indicative
the role played by field induced squeezing in the ground s
signals. Apart from the laser pulse interaction, squeezing
the nuclear wave packet can also be induced by purely g
metrical effects, such as a change in the curvature of
nuclear potentials that are involved in the interaction,79 i.e.,
quadratic coupling.

We discuss squeezing in the context of chemical re
tions. Introducing quadratic coupling between the potent
of the reactant and product surfacesue& andu f & shown in Fig.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1, we calculate the probe response to displaced and sque
dynamics on the product state potential well. For the ini
displacement, we continue to use the first moments of
Landau–Zener coherence presented in Appendix B. Th
were derived assuming linear coupling between the reac
and product surfaces. To obtain the initial conditions of
squeezed state, we adopt a phenomenological view. We
sume that the effect of the reaction is to instantly place
thermal equilibrium distribution of the reactant on the pro
uct state well. The resulting nonstationary nuclear state
displaced thermal density matrix that is also squeezed du
the incommensurate thermal widths on the two surfaces
Appendix D, we have derived an analytic expression for
effective linear response correlation function that descri
both the coherent and squeezed dynamics in the ground s

The central quantity governing the squeezed state
namics is the ratio of the reactant and product state frequ
cies r 5(ve /v f). It is evident from the effective linear re
sponse correlation function Eq.~D6! that squeezed state
modulate the equilibrium absorption correlator at even h
monics of the fundamental frequency. We therefore do
expect the fundamental pump–probe signal to be affec
significantly by squeezed wave packet dynamics. In F
9~e!–9~g!, we simulate the first three harmonics of th
40 cm21 oscillations, when the wave packet is both displac
and squeezed@the amplitude and phase profiles in the pre
ence of squeezing behave similar to those in Fig. 9~a! and are
not plotted#. In the simulations, the initial displacement
the wave packet on theu f & state and the optical coupling ar
fixed at Sa5SD51. The squeezing ratior is varied over a
range of 1 to 8. It can be seen that fundamental oscillati
are practically unaffected by variations inr . The dramatic
effect of squeezing on the overtone amplitude is evide
particularly so for the detection frequencyvc2 near the ab-
sorption maximum. Here, for squeezing ratios larger than
the overtone signal is comparable to the corresponding
damental signal at the wings of the absorption ba
(vc1 ,vc3).

The simulations presented in Fig. 9 provide an ove
picture of overtone intensities in pump–probe spectrosco
within a harmonic model with coherent and squeezed ini
states. It can be concluded that the fundamental signa
almost always the dominant contribution for reasonable v
ues of wave packet displacement and squeezing. Howe
when quadratic coupling is also introduced between the e
tronic levels involved in the probe interaction, i.e., wh
v fÞv f 8 , the overtone signals are expected to be sign
cantly enhanced. In this case, the strength of the over
oscillations induced by the curvature change~between the
ground and excited state potentials! is coupled to the ampli-
tude of the wave packet motion; larger amplitudes imply t
steeper differences in curvature are probed. In contrast,
overtone intensities generated by squeezing the initial w
packet are dependent only on the frequency ratio. A rigor
treatment of the effective linear response functions for a q
dratically coupled two-level system will be presented el
where.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented a study of the amplitu
and phase excitation profiles in femtosecond coherence s
troscopy using an effective linear response approach
combination with a rigorous moment analysis of the do
way state,47 the linear response formalism is found to be
excellent agreement with the more complete third-order
sponse formalism.28 Furthermore, the representation of no
stationary states as displaced thermal states provides a
eral framework to analyze vibrational coherence induced
nonradiative transitions. We have demonstrated this
proach by using the first moments of a quantum coordin
coupled to a Landau–Zener surface crossing.

The effective linear response functions are analytic
and yet retain the correlation function based description~in
contrast to the vibronic eigenstates approach!32,33 implicit in
the third-order response formalism. The analytic expressi
offer a significant reduction in computation times. Calcu
tions of multiple carrier frequency excitation profiles for a
bitrary pulse widths and temperatures are made poss
without the need for semiclassical approximations. A se
rate moment analysis is also useful in providing clear phy
cal insight into pump–probe signals. Ground state sign
generated by impulsive Raman processes exhibit contras
phase and amplitude behavior from excited state and reac
driven signals.

The ability to incorporate experimentally measured a
sorption line shapes~and the Kramers–Kronig determine
dispersion line shapes! into the pump–probe calculations
another important aspect of the present work. A knowled
of pump–probe excitation profiles and the measured abs
tion cross sections can be used to extract parameters rele
to a specific mode that is active in pump–probe signals. T
use of experimental line shapes eliminates the need for m
eling the multimode vibronic mechanisms that cause l
broadening. This is analogous to ‘‘transform’’ techniques
resonance Raman spectroscopy.68–70,56Transform techniques
are a powerful means for extracting mode specific inform
tion using the measured Raman excitation profiles and
optical absorption profiles on an absolute~cross section!
scale.

A study of inhomogeneous broadening in pump–pro
signals shows that the ground state amplitude and phase
files are smeared out by the inhomogeneous broadening.
excited state amplitude dip and phase flip are red shifted w
respect to the peak of the emission line shape. A pum
probe analysis of the phase profiles of the 220 cm21 Fe–His
mode in Mb across the Soret band was presented, and
based on a previous model for the strongly asymmetric S
line shape.71 The analysis indicates both the ground sta
origin of the oscillations and the strong inhomogeneo
broadening present in Mb. In contrast to the nearly cons
phase profile in Mb, the 220 cm21 mode phase in the reactiv
sample MbNO shows a clearp phase change near the pe
of the transient photoproduct. These results suggest tha
220 cm21 mode coherence in MbNO arises from the pho
product Mb. The mode is presumably triggered by the ra
curve crossing occurring during the MbNO photolys
reaction.14 The absolute phase of the oscillations suggest
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the chemical reaction occurs on a very fast time sc
(&20 fs), with the possibility of direct pump pulse involve
ment at the crossing region in the preparation of the prod
state coherence.

Although we have not discussed vibrational relaxation
detail, the nonstationary linear response correlation functi
in Eqs. ~34! and ~35! can readily incorporate damped wav
packet motion. The initial first moments for the damped
cillator case must however be used instead of the undam
expressions in Appendix A. In the analysis of the oscillato
amplitude and phase profiles, which has been the main
ject of the present work, the neglect of damping is justifi
because the observed modes are weakly damped. How
both under-damped and over damped modes contribut
the nonoscillatory background~offset! in the pump–probe
signals.45,44,20 These offsets can potentially carry importa
information concerning the equilibrium potential shifts.20 It
is immediately clear from Eqs.~34! and~35! that the modu-
lation of the equilibrium correlator by strongly over-damp
or diffusive motion manifests itself as a dynamic, i.e., sh
ing absorption line shape in the ground state respons80

Over-damped motion is manifested in the excited state
sponse through phenomena such as fluorescence Stokes
dynamics.28,81 A rigorous analysis of these processes can
readily carried out using the effective linear response
proach formalism presented here.

We have also discussed overtone signals in pump–p
spectroscopy using both displaced and squeezed in
states. The contrasting amplitude and phase behavior o
various harmonics are potentially useful for overtone ass
ments. It is found that for reasonable values of squeez
ratios and wave packet displacements, the fundamental
nal is the dominant contribution.

Finally, we mention that the present development can
readily extended beyond the displaced oscillator model.
fective linear response functions can be readily calculated
the case of quadratic electron–nuclear coupling~between the
radiatively coupled levels! using standard techniques o
quantum field theory. Non-Condon effects can also
incorporated51,82 into both the pump~moment analysis!
and the probe steps. These calculations will be deta
elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A: FIRST MOMENTS OF PUMP INDUCED
VIBRATIONAL COHERENCE

Consider the ground state doorwaydr̂g in Eq. ~23!. Let
the pump field be of the formEa(t)5E0G(t)cos(vct) where
G(t) is a dimensionless envelope function, andE0 is the
electric field strength of the pump pulse. General express
have been derived for all the moments ofQ̂ and P̂ for the
density matrixdr̂g using moment generating functions, an
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related to equilibrium line shape functions.47 The first mo-
ments ofQ̂ and P̂ are found to be~in dimensionless units!

Qg052
umgeu2E0

2~2n̄11!D

8p\2Ng8

3E
0

`

dv G̃p~v2vc ,2v0!D̂F I~v!, ~A1!

Pg05
umgeu2E0

2D

8p\2Ng8
E

0

`

dv G̃p~v2vc ,2v0!D̂FR~v!. ~A2!

Here, Ng8512Tr@dr̂g# is the net ground state populatio
after the pump interaction, andF I(v) and FR(v) are the
imaginary and the real parts of the complex equilibrium lin
shape function defined in Eq.~29!. G̃p(v2vc ,2v0) is the
product spectral function defined in Eq.~41!. The action of
the operatorD̂ ~not to be confused with the dimensionle
excited state potential shiftD! is to generate differences
D̂F I(v)5F I(v)2F I(v2v0). With the initial position and
momentum increments given in Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!, the
time-dependent first moment dynamics in the ground stat
given rigorously as the solution to the damped oscilla
equation

Q̄g~s!5Age2gusu cos~vvs1wg!, ~A3!

where g and vv5Av0
22g2 are the damping constant an

effective frequency of the mode. The amplitude and ph
are given byAg5AQg0

2 1Pg0
2 andwg52tan21@Pg0 /Qg0#.

The various moments ofQ̂ and P̂ for the excited state
doorwaydr̂e in Eq. ~26! can also be obtained. It is found47

that the excited nuclei receive no initial momentum i.
Pe050. The mean position~with respect to the excited stat
potential equilibriumD! is given by

Qe052
umgeu2E0

2D

4p\2Ne8
E

0

`

dv G̃p~v2vc ,2v0!

3@F I~v2v0!2n̄D̂F I~v!#, ~A4!

where Ne85Tr@dr̂e# is the electronic population in the ex
cited state (Ng81Ne851). Thus, the amplitude for the excite
state coherent motion is given byAe5uQe0u, and the time-
dependent first moment is

Q̄e~s!5Qe0e2gusu cos~vvs!. ~A5!

APPENDIX B: FIRST MOMENTS OF COHERENCE
DRIVEN BY LANDAU–ZENER SURFACE CROSSING

We consider a product electronic stateu f & that is coupled
nonradiatively to the reactant excited stateue& as in Fig. 1~b!.
The Hamiltonian of the problem consists of the 232 lower
block diagonal matrix ofĤNR in Eq. ~46!. The system is
assumed to be initially (t50) in thermal equilibrium along
the quantum mechanical degrees of freedom of the stateue&.
The nonradiative couplingJ will induce a transition to the
state u f &. The time-dependent surface crossing along
classical reaction coordinateR will be accompanied by quan
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tum mechanical tunneling between the vibrational levels
Ĥe andĤ f . The time-dependent quantum yield for the tra
sition e→ f can be shown to be

Pe f~ t !512expH 2E
0

t

dsG~R~s!!J . ~B1!

Here, G(R(s)) is the Fermi Golden rule transition rate fo
making an electronic transition from the stateue& to the elec-
tronic stateu f & and is expressed as21

G~R~s!!5
2pJ2

\2 F I
e f~v50,V00

e f~R~s!!!. ~B2!

V00
e f(R(s))5U f(R(s))2Ue(R(s)) is the time-dependent en

ergy gap between thee and f states.F I
e f(v) is the spectral

absorption line shape function for thee→ f electronic tran-
sition, obtained using Eqs.~27!–~29! with V00 replaced by
V00

e f(R(s)). In the single mode limit, i.e., noQ coupling, Eq.
~B2! yields a delta function. The time-dependent quant
yield Pe f(t) will then be a simple step function in time. Th
presence of additional degrees of freedom smears out
curve crossing process and can be completely describe
the zero frequency component of the spectral line sh
function F I

e f(v).
The time-dependent surface crossing along theR coor-

dinate induces oscillations alongQ, which is initially in ther-
mal equilibrium. It can be shown generally that the me
position of the oscillator in the product state obeys21

Q̄f~ t !5
v0

2De f

vv
E

0

`

dse2gs sin~vvs!Pe f~ t2s!. ~B3!

Here,g is the vibrational damping,De f is the dimensionless
shift between thee and f oscillators, andvv5Av0

22g2. The
above equation rigorously describes the first moment of
nuclear dynamics on the product state well, with the o
qualification that it is valid only at timest when the system
has made its transition into the product state, i.e.,Pe f(t)
51. WhenPe f(t),1, Q̄f(t) consists of oscillations in both
the reactant and product surfaces and is more difficul
interpret. We can recast Eq.~B3! to a form that readily yields
the initial conditions for the probe, i.e., detection step. In
grating Eq.~B3! by parts, we get in the long time limit@as-
sumingPe f(`)51#

Q̄f~ t !5De f1Afe
2gtcos~vvt1w f !, ~B4!

where

Afcos~w f !52De fE
2`

`

dt8Ṗe f~ t8!egt8

3@cos~vvt8!2~g/vv!sin~vvt8!#, ~B5!

Afsin~w f !5De fE
2`

`

dt8Ṗe f~ t8!egt8

3@sin~vvt8!1~g/vv!cos~vvt8!#. ~B6!

Equations~B5! and~B6! determine the amplitude and pha
of the oscillatory motion induced by the surface crossi
They can be readily incorporated into the probe step usin
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displaced thermal state representation. The above exp
sions depend on the reaction parameters@J,b,V00

e f(R), etc.#
throughPe f(t) and Eq.~B1!. Extension of the multidimen-
sional Landau–Zener theory to incorporate nonstationary
tial conditions along theQ degree of freedom can be carrie
out using displaced thermal density matrices, with the d
placements obtained from the excited state first moment
sented in Appendix A.

APPENDIX C: NONLINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

When the ground state doorwaydr̂g in Eq. ~23! is sub-
stituted in the expression forCg(t,t3) in Eq. ~22!, we are left
with the thermal average of a four-time correlation functio
The average can be evaluated exactly using a second-o
cumulant expansion, and the result is

Cg~ t,t3!52
m2

\2 E
2`

`

dt2E
2`

t2
dt1 Ea~ t1!Ea~ t2!

3@R4~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!1R3~ t,t3 ,t2 ,t1!#. ~C1!

Here,R3 andR4 are the nonlinear response functions giv
by,83,26,28

R3~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5H~ t2t3!H~ t22t1!e2 iV00(t2t32t21t1)

3e2g(t2t3)2g* (t22t1)1 f 2* (t,t1 ,t2 ,t3), ~C2a!

R4~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5H~ t2t3!H~ t22t1!e2 iV00(t2t31t22t1)

3e2g(t2t3)2g(t22t1)2 f 2(t,t1 ,t2 ,t3), ~C2b!

where we have defined

f 2~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5g~ t2t1!2g~ t2t2!1g~ t32t2!2g~ t32t1!.
~C3!

The function H(t) accounts for homogeneous broadeni
and is typically of the forme2Geutu, Ge being the homoge-
neous damping constant. In these expressions,t22t1 reflects
the time interval when the system is in an electronic coh
ence during the pump field interaction, whereast2t3 is the
time interval when the system is in an electronic cohere
during the probe interaction.28 Thus,H(t) appears separatel
for the pump and the probe interactions.

Turning to the excited state response, substitution ofdr̂e

in Eq. ~26! into the expression forCe in Eq. ~25! and using a
second-order cumulant expansion, we find

Ce~ t,t3!5
m2

\2 E
2`

`

dt2E
2`

t2
dt1 Ea~ t1!Ea~ t2!

3@R1* ~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!1R2* ~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!#. ~C4!

Here,R1 andR2 are the nonlinear response functions giv
by26,28

R1~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5H~ t2t3!H~ t22t1!e2 iV00(t2t31t22t1)

3e2g* (t2t3)2g(t22t1)2 f 1(t,t1 ,t2 ,t3), ~C5a!

R2~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5H~ t2t3!H~ t22t1!e2 iV00(t2t32t21t1)

3e2g* (t2t3)2g* (t22t1)1 f 1* (t,t1 ,t2 ,t3), ~C5b!

and we have defined
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f 1~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5g~ t2t1!2g* ~ t2t2!

2g~ t32t1!1g* ~ t32t2!. ~C6!

In the above expressionsg(s) is the harmonic oscillator cor
relation function@Eq. ~28!#.

Equations~C1! and ~C4! express the two-time effectiv
linear response correlation functionsCg,e(t,t3) as as convo-
lution of the well-known nonlinear response functions8,28 Rj

( j 51...4) with the two pump field interactions. The conv
lution with the pump laser fields implicitly takes into accou
the complete information about the nonstationary state of
system expressed by the density matricesdr̂g anddr̂e . It is
worth noting here that bothCg(t,t3) and Ce(t,t3) can be
factored into equilibrium and nonequilibrium parts as fo
lows:

Cg~ t,t3!5Kg~ t2t3!Cg8~ t,t3!;
~C7!

Ce~ t,t3!5Ke~ t2t3!Ce8~ t,t3!,

whereKg(t2t3) andKe(t2t3) are given by Eq.~27!.
Inhomogeneous broadening due to a static distribu

FI(V00) can be incorporated into the above expressions.
correlation functionsCg and Ce must be averaged with re
spect to the inhomogeneous distribution. The electronic
ergy gap appears in the response functionsRj through the
oscillatory factorse2 iV00[( t2t3)6(t22t1)] . The averaging over
FI(V00) thus involves a simple Fourier transform and can
carried out independently of the time integrations. The
sulting inhomogeneous response functionsRj

(I ) can then be
expressed in terms of the homogeneous onesRj in the fol-
lowing factorized form:28

R1,4
(I )~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5R1,4~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!F̃I~ t2t31t22t1!, ~C8a!

R2,3
(I )~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5R2,3~ t,t1 ,t2 ,t3!F̃I~ t2t32t21t1!, ~C8b!

whereF̃I(t) is the Fourier transform of the inhomogeneo
distributionFI(V00).

APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE LINEAR RESPONSE
FUNCTION FOR A TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM
WITH SQUEEZED VIBRATIONAL STATES

Consider two nonradiatively coupled reactantue& and
productu f & electronic states. Let the vibrational potentials
harmonic with linear and quadratic coupling, with freque
ciesve andv f . Since two different vibrational frequencie
are involved, we will first use dimensional units for clari
and will revert to dimensionless units later. Just before
reaction, the system is in thermal equilibrium on the el
tronic stateue& with the coordinate and momentum unce
tainties (sA

25^Â2&2^Â&2) given by

sQe
2 5~\/2mve!~2n̄T11!;sPe

2 5~mve\/2!~2n̄T11!, ~D1!

wheren̄T is the mean occupation number at temperatureT.
The position and momentum uncertainties in the prod
state are obtained from the above expression by simply
placing ve by v f . If we picture the chemical reaction a
instantly creating distributions of the above widths in t
product state well, the initial nonequilibrium state in th
product well will appear to be squeezed in the position a
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momentum coordinates. The nonstationary state can be
erated from the thermal equilibrium density matrix of th
product well by the squeezing operator defined as40

Ŝ~b!5expFb2 ~ â†22â2!G ;b52
1

2
lnS v f

ve
D . ~D2!

The present choice of the squeezing operator maintains
minimum uncertainty product. Arbitrary changes in the u
certainty product can be incorporated40 by a complex value
for the squeezing parameterb, but is not considered here fo
simplicity. It is easy to verify that the unitary operatorŜ(b)
converts the thermal density matrix for the stateu f &, i.e., r̂T

( f )

to the thermal density matrix for the stateue&, i.e., r̂T
(e) . The

position and momentum uncertainties are also changed to
thermal values in the reactant state given in Eq.~D1!.

Since the wave packet induced in the stateu f & is in gen-
eral both displaced and squeezed, we may represent the
responding density matrix as

r̂ f85D̂~l f !Ŝ~b!r̂T
( f )Ŝ†~b!D̂†~l f !. ~D3!

With the above representation, we evaluate the correla
function similar to Eq.~22!. We find@reverting to dimension-
less units where the scaling factor is (\/mv f)

1/2#

Cf~ t,t3!5e2 iVv
f (t2t3)TrF r̂T

~ f ! expS iv fDE
t3

t

ds Ŝ†~b!

3D̂†~l f !Q̂~s!D̂~l f !Ŝ~b! D
1
G , ~D4!

where we have used the invariance of trace under cy
permutation to bring the unitary operators inside the ti
ordered exponential. Using the properties of coherent
squeezed states,40 we have

Ŝ†~b!D̂†~l f !Q̂~s!D̂†~l f !Ŝ~b!

5Af cos~v fs1w f !1~ âL~s!1â†L* ~s!!, ~D5!

whereL(s)5(cosh(b)e2ivf s1sinh(b)eivf s). Substituting this
in Eq. ~D4!, we can remove the c-number displacement o
side the time ordering. The resulting thermal average can
evaluated exactly using Wick’s theorem. We finally obtai

Cf~ t,t3!5K f~ t2t3!exp@ iA fD~sin~v f t1w f !

2sin~v f t31w f !!#exp@2R~2 cos~v f~ t1t3!!

2cos~2v f t !2cos~2v f t3!!#, ~D6!

where we have defined

R5
D2

2
~2n̄T11!cosh~b!sinh~b!5

~2n̄T11!D2~r 221!

8r
.

~D7!

Here,r 5ve /v f andD is the dimensionless shift between th
product ground and excited potentials. The equilibrium c

relator is given byK f(t2t3)5e2 iV00
f

e2g(t2t3), whereg(s)
now takes a slightly different form as compared to Eq.~28!:
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g~ t2t3!5
D f

2

2
@~2n̄T811!~12cos~v f~ t2t3!!!

1 i sin~v f~ t2t3!!#, ~D8!

where

~2n̄T811!5coth~\v f /2kBT!~cosh2~b!1sinh2~b!!. ~D9!

Equation~D6! expresses the nonequilibrium response as
modulation of the equilibrium correlatorK f(t2t3) by the
coherent and squeezed dynamics of the nuclear motion
the ground electronic stateu f & of the product. In addition to
the exponential factor that describes coherent dynam
squeezing introduces an additional factor that modulate
the even harmonics of the fundamental oscillator freque
v f . It is seen that the strength of the overtone modulati
are determined by the factorR defined in Eq.~D7!. We also
note that the effect of a squeezed initial stateon the equilib-
rium part of the correlator is to change the effective tempe
ture as in Eq.~D9!.
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